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Poly Pools Australia –Deck Ladder Assembly 

Instructions 2020-10-26 

 

 This is a guide to the assembly of the 3 

step deck ladder seen above. 

 

 Assembly can be completed by one 

person in about 20 minutes 

 

 A screwdriver, spirit level, pliers and an 

alen drive key are required for assembly and 

installlation, an electric screwdriver will make 

the job far easier. 

 

 Your Ladder box will contain; two step rails, 3 

steps, and a smaller box containg two plastic ‘foot 

pockets’, 2 aluminum blocks,  2 screws,  2 rubber ends,  

6 nuts, 6 washers and 6 bolts and 2 aluminum disks. 

 

 

 

 

Open The Box Containg Your Poly Pool Ladder          Ensure box contains all components including:

  
 2 Stainless Steel Discs 

 3 Steps 

 2 Side Rails 

 6 bolts, washers and nuts 

 2 Rubber Feet 

 2 Plastic ‘foot pockets’ (only for concrete) 

You should also have: 

 2 Aluminium Blocks 

 2 Self Drill Fasten Screws 
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     Open the smaller box and Discard ‘foot pockets’ for  Gather together remaining components.  

        non cement-surround installation   

 

 

 

 

 Secure any of the three steps to either railing, leaving    Washer              Nut  

   the washer between the bolt head and the railing.                                                              

           Step Underside    

 Do this for all three steps.            Do the same attachments process for each 

step          on the other side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place ladder in pool and on deck. Ensure Steps are              Mark on your deck where you want the ladder rails 

plumb with a spirit level             to sit 
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Position aluminium blocks so that they align with the      

previously made markings                           

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place stainless steel covers over aluminium blocks                   Position Ladder over and place onto the  

             aluminium blocks 

Your Pool Ladder will now be firmly   

 mounted to your deck, place the black   

 rubber caps over the foot of the rail   

 where it is in contact with the pool to prevent    

scratching. 

 

 

 

Your Deck Ladder is now ready for use in your   

Poly Pool! 

Enjoy! 

Secure to the deck using provided screws, (An 

electric screwdriver will help here greatly.) 

If you cannot get a very solid fixing for the 

aluminium block, put an extra block under the 

deck, or drill right through the aluminium block 

and deck & use a long bolt, nut and washer done 

up very tightly to secure the block. 


